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JUDICIAL EFFICIENCY AND BANK CREDIT TO FIRMS 
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Abstract 

This paper empirically analyses the effect of judicial efficiency on bank credit contract 
terms for the universe of Italian corporations borrowing from the banking sector. Exploiting 
within-country variation in the length of bankruptcy proceedings across different jurisdictions, 
the paper uses a spatial regression discontinuity design that compares credit conditions 
applied to firms located in municipalities on different sides of jurisdiction borders, controlling 
for bank characteristics. The results show that judicial efficiency is associated with a 
reduction in the cost of credit as well as with an increase in its availability for firms, in 
particular for those at high risk of default. Judicial efficiency increases leverage and 
investment for high-risk firms. All these results suggest that the banking system tilts credit 
conditions in favour of safe firms as judicial inefficiency increases. Finally, judicial efficiency 
is also associated with a reduction in both the stock and the flow of non-performing loans.  
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1 Introduction1

A wide literature has shown that the strength of creditor legal protection affects
the availability of credit and influences the terms of financial contracts.2 The
degree of protection that legal institutions provide creditors depends both on
the content of the law (e.g. creditor powers in bankruptcy procedures) and on
its enforcement through courts (e.g. time and cost of bankruptcy procedures).

This paper focuses on court enforcement of bankruptcy law and investigates
empirically the effects of the length of bankruptcy procedures on bank credit
contractual terms and firms’ borrowing and investment decisions of Italian firms.
Using a unique dataset, at the firm-bank level, about bank funding to the uni-
verse of corporations in Italy with at least 30000 euros of bank debt, the paper
adopts a spatial regression discontinuity design that compares credit conditions
applied to firms located in municipalities on different sides of jurisdiction bor-
ders, controlling for bank characteristics. Therefore, the analysis can isolate
the effects of judicial enforcement from other formal and informal institutions
that may affect bank lending to firms. Exploiting the granularity of data, the
paper can shed some light on several novel aspects of how court efficiency affects
firm credit through the credit supply, in particular documenting a significant
heterogeneity across firm with different default risk.

The paper shows that lengthy bankruptcy procedures are associated with
higher interest rates on revolving credit lines and lower credit granted by the
same bank to otherwise similar firms. Reducing the duration of bankruptcy
procedures by about 70 months — from the 75th to the 25th percentile of the
distribution of the length of bankruptcy trials at the court level — is associated
with lower interest rate on credit lines by about 14 to 18 basis points for average
firm, according to the different specifications, and by 22 basis points for firms
with a high risk of default, against an average rate of 7.3% in our sample.
The same improvement in court efficiency is associated with an increase in the
granted credit on the lines of 5.7%, with substantial differences according to
firm’s risk of default, 3.5% and 6.9% for low and high risk firms respectively.
The same heterogeneity with respect to firms’ risk is present also in the effects
of court efficiency on the extensive margin of credit, leverage and investment at
the firm level. The improvement in court efficiency is associated with a higher
probability of obtaining a new term loan for high risk firms (about 1.7% points
against an average probability of 43%), while it has no significant effect for the
safe ones. Judicial efficiency is associated with higher leverage for high risk
firms, but with lower leverage for the safe ones. Where courts are more efficient
high risk firms invest more, but there are no effects for the safe ones. Finally,
court efficiency is negatively correlated the probability of observing a firm-bank
relationship with some NPLs (stock of existing NPLs), and the probability of

1This paper is a completely revised version of an old project joint with Silvia Giacomelli
and Carlo Menon, which I would like to thank for discussions, ideas and for providing me with
their GIS data. I would also like to thank Massimiliano Affinito, Marcello Bofondi, Federico
Cingano, Guzmán González-Torres, Francesco Manaresi, Sauro Mocetti, Tommaso Orlando,
Paolo Sestito, Enrico Sette, Marco Tonello and two anonymous referees for useful comments
and discussions. Graziella Capello and Roberto Felici provided invaluable help in solving data
related issues. The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those
of the Bank of Italy.

2See, for example, La Porta et al. (1997), Djankov et al. (2007), Laeven and Majnoni
(2005), Bae and Goyal (2009), Qian and Strahan (2007) and Lerner and Schoar (2005).
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a new relationship turning bad (flow of new NPLs), in particular for high risk
firms.

By isolating the effects of court enforcement on credit conditions, the evi-
dence provided in the paper reveals two interesting novel features of how bank
credit and firms’ decisions react to court efficiency. First, the significant het-
erogeneity in how court efficiency is associated with credit conditions according
to firms’ risk suggests that banks tilt credit conditions significantly in favor of
low risk firms when court efficiency worsens, which leads to mis-allocation of
credit with respect to firms’ risk. Second, the relatively small magnitude of the
effects of court efficiency on the interest rates, when compared with those on the
granted credit, suggests that the quantitatively more relevant margin of adjust-
ment in the supply of credit is through quantity rather than price. Finally, the
results provide evidence consistent with two different channels through which
efficiency in enforcement of credit contract affects bank credit to firms: the
present value of the amount recovered by the banks in the event of bankruptcy.

By increasing the present value of the amount recovered by the banks in
the event of bankruptcy, thereby reducing the loss given default, more efficient
(faster) procedures should determine better contractual conditions for borrow-
ers. Furthermore, if a firm has a very low probability of default, and therefore
of being involved in a bankruptcy proceeding, its bank credit conditions will be
relatively less affected (if at all) by the efficiency in enforcing bankruptcy law
(Rodano et al., 2016). Therefore, conditional on other firm and bank charac-
teristics, bank loans to firms operating in areas where enforcement of creditor
rights is less efficient should display worse contractual conditions, in particular
for firms with a higher risk of default. At the same time, if faster courts reduce
the time NPLs are present on bank balance sheet, an improvement in court ef-
ficiency might be associated with an increase in credit supply and better credit
conditions, in particular for high risk firms.

Debt is a security with several different characteristics like non-contingent
payment stream, right for the creditor to foreclose on the debtor’s assets in
default or priority in bankruptcy (see Hart and Moore, 1998). There are several
types of debt contracts (e.g. revolving credit lines, term loans) and each type
of debt contract is in itself complex, with different characteristics like interest
rate, amount, maturity, presence of collateral or covenants. Furthermore, these
different features of credit contracts interact in complex ways among themselves
(e.g. the interest rate is usually negatively correlated with exposure) and with
firm characteristics, and this interaction might be affected by judicial efficiency.

To deal with these complex relationships, the paper focuses on few specific
characteristics of bank credit to firms, in particular on the interest rate and
granted credit on revolving credit lines, which are a short term, usually unse-
cured, standardized credit contract, whose only two terms (granted credit and
interest rate) can be changed relatively quickly by the bank. To consider the
extensive margin of credit, the paper also analyses the probability of a firm re-
ceiving a new term loan, a broad measure which is less affected by the inherently
complex nature of debt contracts than specific aspects of term loan contracts.
Using firms’ balance sheet data, the paper also studies leverage and investment
decisions of the firm. Finally, as a first attempt to investigate also the second
potential channels through which court efficiency can affect bank credit to firms,
the paper analyses the effects of court efficiency on the stock of existing non
performing loans (NPLs) and on the flow of new ones.
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To identify the effect of court enforcement on credit contracts it is necessary
to disentangle the effect of judicial enforcement from other formal and informal
institutions that may affect bank lending to firms. Therefore, the empirical
strategy adopts a spatial regression discontinuity design that exploits variation
in courts efficiency across jurisdictions while holding the relevant legal frame-
work constant. Following Giacomelli and Menon (2017), the paper considers
lending relationships of the same bank with firms located in municipalities on
either side of court jurisdiction borders in Italy. At jurisdiction borders judicial
efficiency in bankruptcy procedures displays a discrete jump determining an
exogenous variation in creditor protection for the same bank lending to firms
located on either side of the border. Identification is based on the assumption
that unobserved local characteristics that might affect bank lending to firms do
not vary discontinuously across jurisdiction borders.

Italy offers a particularly interesting setting to study the effect of contract en-
forcement on bank credit. First and most important, in Italy there is a uniform
bankruptcy law valid for all the regions, but there is substantial heterogeneity
in court efficiency within the country, even within the same region (Giacomelli
et al., 2017). Furthermore, Italian bankruptcy law establishes that bankruptcy
procedures are assigned to courts on the basis of debtors’ headquarter loca-
tion: this creates a tight link between firms’ headquarter municipality and the
relevant court, as well as limiting the possibility of forum shopping. Second,
banking finance is the major source of finance for limited liability companies
in Italy, accounting for around 40% of funding sources in our sample. Finally,
the Italian judicial system is rather inefficient by international standards: ac-
cording to the World Bank’s Doing Business report for 2018, Italy ranks 21st

in Resolving Insolvency and 30th in Enforcing Contracts among 33 high income
OECD countries. Furthermore, court inefficiency in credit recovery might have
contributed to a substantial increase in NPLs during the global financial crisis.
Accornero et al. (2017) documents that since 2008 the stock of NPLs on the
balance sheets of Italian banks have tripled, reaching 18 per cent of total loans
in 2015.

Several papers analysing the effects of the legal system on the functioning of
credit markets have adopted a cross-country perspective (Djankov et al., 2007;
Laeven and Majnoni, 2005; Qian and Strahan, 2007; Bae and Goyal, 2009).
However, this approach does not allow to isolate the effect of legal creditor
protection from other institutions of a country, including the functioning of the
court system. Other studies adopted a within-country perspective that, holding
constant the substantive legal setting, therefore focusing on court enforcement.
However Jappelli et al. (2005), by using aggregate data at the province level in
Italy, and Fabbri (2010) on regions in Spain do not address the identification
issues related to the possible influences of other local institutional factors on
credit financing and are thus unable to isolate the role of courts. Furthermore
they can not differentiate the effects of judicial efficiency according to firms’ risk
of default, and thus to uncover a significant heterogeneity in the effects.

More recent studies are closer to this paper as they exploit exogenous varia-
tions in the duration of judicial proceedings involving debt contracts, following
substantial reform of bankruptcy procedures, to analyze their effects on the
functioning of credit markets in India (Visaria, 2009; Chemin, 2012). The main
differences with this paper lie in the identification strategy employed and in the
focus on bankruptcy procedures in developed markets rather than developing
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ones. Moreover, given the the richness of the data, this paper can analyse the
effects on the different dimension of credit contracts as well as differential re-
sponses across firms risk. Furthermore, the natural experiments exploited by
these papers are usually associated with comprehensive reforms of bankruptcy
system, making the task of disentangling the effects of the changes in the content
of the law from those of changes in its enforcement a difficult one. Differently
from these papers, the identifying variation in court efficiency in this paper does
not come from a reform of the bankruptcy system but from the discrete jumps
in judicial efficiency observed at jurisdiction borders.

The variation in courts enforcement has been exploited to address differ-
ent research questions by Ponticelli and Alencar (2016) and Schiantarelli et al.
(2020). The first paper uses the differences in the functioning of Brazilian courts
to analyze the effect of a reform of the Brazilian bankruptcy law on firms pro-
ductivity and credit access. The second paper shows that Italian firms delay
payment to banks weakened by past loan losses in particular where legal en-
forcement of collateral recovery is slow. A completely different approach to the
same topic of this paper is adopted by González-Torres and Rodano (2020) that
builds a dynamic model of heterogeneous firms where the quality of credit con-
tract enforcement affects firms’ access to credit to analyze the extend to which
court efficiency determines aggregate productivity.3

Finally, the identification strategy based on spatial discontinuity used in this
paper is drawn from Giacomelli and Menon (2017), that investigates the link
between judicial efficiency and firm size in Italy and finds that the duration
of civil proceedings negatively affect the average size of manufacturing firms.
Rodano et al. (2016) exploits the same measure of firm’s default risk used in
this paper to analyse the effects of two major bankruptcy reforms in Italy in
2005 and 2006, but it does not address directly the issue of court efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
details of the identification strategy and the empirical model adopted in the
paper. Section 3 discusses the data and presents some descriptive statistics.
Results are presented in Section 4 while Section 5 concludes.

2 Empirical design

2.1 The identification strategy

The identification of the effects of courts’ efficiency on credit conditions is dif-
ficult because court functioning is likely to be strongly correlated with other
formal institutions and with informal factors. The effect of formal institutions
can be controlled for by looking at variation of courts’ efficiency in a within-
country framework, when bankruptcy law is established at the national level
while judicial enforcement varies at local level. However, in this framework,
the main identification challenge is to disentangle the effect of judicial enforce-
ment from other institutional factors (formal and informal) that may influence

3This paper is also related to the literature on the influences of local factors on financial
behavior in Italy. Guiso et al. (2004), exploiting social capital differences within Italy, showed
that social capital affects financial behavior of households and favors their access to credit.
Bonaccorsi di Patti (2009) analyzed the impact of crime rates at provincial level finding that
where crime rates are higher borrowers pay higher interest rates and pledge more collateral.
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bank-firm lending relationships and may vary significantly at local level. Dis-
entangling the effect of judicial enforcement from these informal institutions or
social norms, like for instance social capital, trust, or crime, is however a much
more difficult challenge, as those variables are very hard to measure, but have
been proven to have a non-negligible effects on the economy (Guiso et al., 2004;
Bonaccorsi di Patti, 2009).

The empirical methodology to address this identification issue is based on a
spatial regression discontinuity design (Black, 1999; Holmes, 1998). Following
Giacomelli and Menon (2017) the analysis restricts the sample to firms located
in proximity of a spatial discontinuity that affect only court efficiency, and
mean-differentiates the control variables within the group of observations which
share the same discontinuity. Therefore the lending relationships by the same
bank with firms located in municipalities on either side of jurisdiction borders
are considered. At jurisdiction borders judicial efficiency displays a discrete
variation. As in Italy bankruptcy cases are automatically assigned to courts on
the basis of debtor’s location, the variation in judicial efficiency at jurisdiction
borders determines an exogenous variation in credit contract for the same bank
lending to firms located on either side of the border.

The validity of the identification strategy is based on two assumptions: i) the
relevance assumption presumes that the spatial discontinuity introduces a dis-
crete and significant jump in the variable of interest; ii) the exogeneity assump-
tion requires that unobserved local characteristics that might affect bank-firm
lending relationships do not vary discontinuously at jurisdiction borders. The
Italian judicial system, in particular with respect to bankruptcy law, presents
some features that make it an ideal environment for the application of this
methodology, as it can be argued that both required assumptions are likely to
hold in the Italian case.

The relevance assumption requires that jurisdiction borders do correspond
to discrete jumps in the duration of bankruptcy procedures for firms located
at different sides. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the average duration of
bankruptcy procedures at court level: there is a fair amount of variation even
within the same geographical areas, between neighboring courts. The variabil-
ity in court efficiency documented in Figure 1 induces a sharp discontinuity in
court efficiency at the jurisdiction border. Figure 2 reports the kernel density
distributions of the average length of bankruptcy trials (in months) across dif-
ferent border groups, for the efficient (blue) and the inefficient (red) side within
the same border group, as well as the means for both sides (vertical dashed
lines). The difference in length of trials from the efficient and the inefficient side
within the same border group is substantial (on average about 2.5 years) and
statistically significant.4

There is no clear evidence on the determinants of the high variability in the
duration of bankruptcy procedures. In the Italian judicial system there are no
specialized courts for bankruptcy cases, ordinary first instance courts deal with
those cases. However bankruptcy case represent a small fraction of courts’ civil
caseload. Thus this variability reflects the more general issue of variability in

4The difference between efficient and inefficient courts within the same border remains
very significant and almost identical in magnitude when the length of trials is regressed on
a dummy variable for inefficient side of the jurisdiction border controlling for border group
fixed effects, on the sample of borders that do not coincide, as shown in column I in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Length of bankruptcy proceedings
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Data from the Ministry of justice. The figure reports the length in

months of bankruptcy proceedings closed in the period 2014-2017, by

jurisdiction.

the functioning of Italian courts.5

A potential threat to the validity of the relevance assumption would come
if the parts could choose the court where to file the case (forum shopping).
However, differently from other cases, bankruptcy procedures in Italy are au-
tomatically assigned to courts according to the geographic location of the legal
headquarter of the debtor firm. Therefore there is a tight link between court ef-
ficiency in dealing with bankruptcy procedures and firms’ headquarter location
as forum shopping is de facto impossible.

Another problem would arise if firms choose to locate on the efficient side
of the border (self selection). To address this concern we conduct two different
exercises, the first on the initial location of the firms headquarter and the second
on the pattern in changing the location the legal headquarter using balance sheet
data for the period 1995-2011.

Figure 3 reports the kernel density distributions, at the municipality level
and across different border groups, of the share of firms with age less than

5Several factors seem to play a role in determining the differences in the functioning of
courts (Bianco et al., 2007; Giacomelli et al., 2017). First, there is a large variation in the
demand for court services across the country with much higher litigation rates in the Southern
regions. These, in turn, reflect differences in economic development and civic capital and
induced demand by lawyers. Second, the decisions on the allocation of resources among courts
are highly centralized with limited degree of flexibility to adjust to changes in local demand.
Third, there is also significant variation on the supply side. The impossibility for local courts to
select and appoint judges, together with the absence of effective courts’ management systems
and of incentive mechanisms for judges to speed up proceedings, determine some randomness
in the distribution of judges’ ability and effort among courts.
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Figure 2: Distribution of length of trials on both sides of the border
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(red) size of the border. The vertical dashed lines show the mean values. All data come

from Ministry of Justice and the length of trials is the average of bankruptcy procedures

closed between 2014 and 2017.

two years in total number of firms in the municipality. The density of this
proxy for the entry rate for the efficient (blue) side of the border is remarkably
similar to the one for the inefficient (red) one. A simple T-test, suggests that
the difference in the entry rate is not statistically significant, with a p-value of
0,976. Even if, from a theoretical point of view, there could be several reasons
for court efficiency to affect the location choice of the firms at the beginning
their activity, the evidence in Figure 3 suggests that these mechanisms are not
empirically relevant and firms location choices are driven by factors different
from court efficiency.

Even if firms initial location choice is not driven by court efficiency, firms
might decide to change the legal headquarter to a different jurisdiction, based
on court efficiency. To check whether this is the case, we analyse the pattern
in changing the location of the legal headquarter using balance sheet data for a
relatively long period of time (1995-2011). About 5.7% of firms change location
in the sample, and about 70% of these changes involve a change in the relevant
jurisdiction. On average the courts where firms relocate to are slightly more
efficient (28 days) than the courts firms move away from, but the difference in
not statistically significant. Furthermore very few of these changes of location,
about 11% (0.7% of all firms), are changes from one side to the other of the

6The difference in entry rate between efficient and inefficient courts within the same border
remains very small and not statistically significant when the entry rate at the municipality
level is regressed on a dummy variable for inefficient side of the jurisdiction border controlling
for border group fixed effects, as shown in column II of Table 1.
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Figure 3: Distribution of entry rate on both sides of the border
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The figures show the Epanechnikov kernel distributions of the entry rate at the munici-

pality level across border groups, separated between the efficient (blue) and the inefficient

(red) size of the border. The vertical dashed lines show the mean values. Data come from

Cerved Gorup and the Ministry of Justice. The entry rate is defined as the share of firms

with age less than two years in the total number of firms in the municipality. The length

of trials is the average of bankruptcy procedures closed between 2014 and 2017.

same jurisdiction border, as would be the case if the firm, conditional on other
informal institutions, was marginally choosing the location looking at court
efficiency. Actually, the firms that change location within the same jurisdiction
border tend to move to slightly less efficient courts (16 days, but the difference
is not statistically significant).

The exogeneity assumption requires that unobserved local characteristics
that might affect bank-firm lending relationships do not vary discontinuously at
jurisdiction borders. Until 2012 the territorial organization of the Italian judicial
system was based on 165 first instance courts whose jurisdictions were originally
established in 1865, right after the unification of Italy. The geography of the
post-unification jurisdictions largely resembles that of the former independent
states, which partly explains their heterogeneity in size and aggregation criteria.

Although considered as inappropriate and anachronistic by many, the ju-
dicial geography remained almost unchanged over the following decades due
to strong opposition to reforms at local level. As a result, court jurisdiction
boundaries may be considered exogenous to the current economic and financial
conditions. They can also be viewed as exogenous to any informal local factors
- including social capital, trust, and crime - that may influence the judicial en-
forcement of national laws at local level, as those factors are expected to change
smoothly over space. Court jurisdiction boundaries result from the aggregation
of municipal territories, yet they do not systematically match the boundaries of
higher administrative levels. However, when courts borders coincide with those
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of other important administrative bodies (e.g. region), a spatial discontinuity
not related to judicial efficiency might be introduced posing a threat to our
identification strategy. To account for this we concentrate the analysis on those
jurisdiction borders that do not coincide with regional boundaries.

A potential concern about the validity of the exogeneity assumption might
come from the 2012 reform of “judicial geography” implemented in 2012 by
the Italian government, which implied the consolidation of some of the smallest
courts, reducing the number from 165 to 140. However, by aggregating some
smaller courts, this reform did not create new, potentially endogenous, jurisdic-
tion borders, but rather eliminated some old exogenous ones. As the empirical
analysis only considers firms located at jurisdiction borders that exist after the
reform, the recent reform just reduced the number of (exogenous) jurisdictional
borders available for the analysis.

Figure 4: Checking exogeneity
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The figures show the Epanechnikov kernel distributions of the relative variables, separated

between the efficient (blue) and the inefficient (red) size of the border between different

jurisdictions. The vertical dashed lines show the mean values. All variables come from

Italian National Institute of Statistics (Istat) for 2019, with the exception of accidents and

vehicles registration that are for the year 2018 and of the referendum turnout data that

are from the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Ministero del Tesoro). Court efficiency data

is from from the Ministry of Justice and the length of trials is the average of bankruptcy

procedures closed between 2014 and 2017.

In order to verify empirically the exogeneity assumption7, Figure 4 shows the
kernel density distributions across different border groups, separated between
the efficient (blue) and the inefficient (red) side within the same border group, of
six variables that approximates institutional characteristics at the municipality
level, that are unlikely to be directly affected by court efficiency: the turnout at
the 2020 constitutional referendum, the share of immigrants in total population,
the share of religious marriages in total marriages, the share of divorced people,

7See Giacomelli and Menon (2017) for further discussion of the identification assumptions
and for additional evidence to support the exogeneity assumption.
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the share of motorcycles in total vehicles and the share or road accidents over
total vehicles. Differently from the length of bankruptcy trials, there are no
significant differences in these variables around the jurisdiction boundaries, with
the exception of road accidents.

To formally test for the differences between the efficient and the inefficient
side of the border, we regress, on the sample of borders that do not coincide with
regional borders, the six socio-demographic characteristics and the entry rate at
the municipal level, as well as our measure of court efficiency at the court level,
on a dummy variable for inefficient side of the jurisdiction border, controlling
for border group fixed effects. Results for the court efficiency measure, the entry
rate and the six socio-demographic characteristics are reported in Table 1. As
expected, there is a significant difference between the efficient and the inefficient
side of the border (column I). For the entry rate and for almost all the other
socio-demographic characteristics, with the exception of road accidents8 , there
does not seem to be a significant difference on either side of the jurisdiction,
border, thus supporting the exogeneity assumption.9

2.2 The main dependent variables in the analysis

When analyzing the effects of court efficiency on bank credit the complexity of
the relationships between banks and firms must be addressed. The bank can
supply different types of credit (e.g. revolving credit lines, new term loans)
and each type of credit contract is in itself a complex one with different char-
acteristics. Furthermore these different features of credit contracts interact in
complex ways among themselves (e.g. interest is usually negatively correlated
with exposure) and with firms characteristics in ways potentially affected by
court efficiency.

To deal with these issues, the paper focuses on few characteristics of bank
credit that are relatively less affected. In particular, with respect to the firm-
bank relationships the analysis addresses only two main aspects: the interest
rate and the granted credit on revolving credit lines. The analysis is restricted
to revolving credit lines because they are short term, usually unsecured, stan-
dardized credit contracts, whose only two terms (granted credit and interest
rate) can be changed relatively quickly by the bank. Therefore for this credit
contracts it is relatively easy to isolate the effect of court efficiency on the cost
and quantity of credit.

Instead, newly issued term loans are more complex objects whose differ-
ent terms (maturity, size, interest rate, presence of guarantees, covenants) are
jointly determined and might be affected simultaneously by court efficiency.
Furthermore, in the data, some characteristics of new term loans are not ob-
served (e.g. presence of guarantees) while others are measured in a very coarse
way (e.g. maturity). Therefore, the analysis focuses on the aspect of new term
loans which is less affected by these concerns, namely the probability of a new
term loan being granted to a firm, a measure of the extensive margin of credit.

8The result on road accidents might be explained by different propensity to denounce a
road accident depending on civil court efficiency, which results in a correlation with the length
of bankruptcy proceedings if these are correlated with civil courts efficiency.

9Furthermore, in all the paper I include a set of these socio-demographic characteristics at
the municipality level in the regression analysis, to control for any residual difference. The
inclusions of these controls does not affect any of the results.
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Table 1: Testing exogeneity

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI) (VII) (VIII)
court inefficiency entry rate turnout immigrants religius marriages divorces motorcycles road accidents

inefficient 31.974*** 0.025 0.004 0.001 0.008 -0.000 -0.001 0.000**
(1.999) (0.155) (0.003) (0.001) (0.008) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000)

costant 89.198*** 1.770*** 0.548*** 0.071*** 0.585*** 0.025*** 0.112*** 0.002***
(1.450) (0.100) (0.002) (0.001) (0.006) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000)

N 384 3939 3726 3748 3522 3748 3748 3748
R2 .91 .086 .64 .556 .44 .70 .57 .26
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

The table reports the results of a set of regressions of several dependent variables on an inefficient border dummy which takes value of 1 if the
municipality is on the inefficient side of the border. All regressions include jurisdiction border dummy and exclude jurisdiction borders that
coincide with the regional borders. The regression in column I is run over variables measured at the jurisdiction level, while all the others
exploit variability at the municipality level. In column I the dependent variable is the length of bankruptcy proceedings at the jurisdiction
level. In the remaining columns the dependent variable is measured at the municipality level. In column II the dependent variable is the
entry rate, measured as the share of firms aged less than two years in the total number of firms. In column III the dependent variable is the
turnout in the 2020 constitutional referendum, measured as cast votes over total eligible population. In column IV the dependent variable
is the share of immigrants in total population. In column V the dependent variable is the share of religious marriages in total marriages.
In column VI the dependent variable is the share of divorced people in total population. In column VII the dependent variable is the share
of motorcycles in total registered vehicles. Finally, in column VIII the dependent variable is the number of road accidents over registered
vehicles. Standard errors are clustered at the court level.
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A second way to measure the effects of court efficiency on the quantity of
credit is to measure it with leverage calculated from firm’s balance sheets. From
firms’ balance sheet data a measure firms’ investment rate can also be derived,
to analyse the real effects of court efficiency.

By lengthening the time to recover bad loans, court inefficiency might in-
crease the stock of NPLs on banks’ balance sheet. It could also change the
incentives of creditors to repay their obligations (Schiantarelli et al., 2020),
thereby affecting the flow of new NPLs. In the analysis, the stock of NPLs is
approximated with a dummy variable which takes the value of one if there are
some NPLs at the firm-bank match. To analyse the flow of new NPLs the anal-
ysis is restricted to firm-bank matches that presented no NPLs in the previous
period.

2.3 The empirical model

In the empirical analysis we adopt two different specifications depending on the
data we use: at the firm-bank match level or at the firm level only.

When using data at the level of firm (i) and bank (b) match the following
model is estimated:

Yibt = α+ βDi +
N∑
j=1

γjbjit + FEs+ δ′Xibt−1 + φ′Wit−1 + εibt (1)

where the dependent variable Yibt is one of the features of the credit contract
between firm i and bank b in year t discussed above (see section 2.2): the interest
rate or the granted credit on revolving credit lines and the NPLs dummy.

Our main explanatory variable of interest, Di, is the duration of bankruptcy
procedures which is relevant for firm i, namely the average length, in years, of
bankruptcy procedures closed in the period 2014-2017 in the court jurisdiction
where firm i has the legal head office. The court efficiency measure is therefore
time invariant and the analysis eploits the corss sectional variation only.10

The identification strategy is implemented by including in the regression
a set of dummies at the level of the border group by year cell, bjit. Each
border dummy takes a value of one for all the firms i with legal headquarter in
municipalities in the same border group j (i.e. that share the same jurisdiction
border) for a given year t: identification arises from variation around the mean
within each border group in a given year, and all variables which show little or
no variation within the border group are automatically controlled for. There
are 280 different border groups in the data.11 On average, there are about 10
municipalities in each border (the median is 8) with a minimum of 2 and a
maximum of 56 municipalities.

10The paper does not exploit the potential time series dimension of court efficiency data for
two reasons. First, as discussed in Section 2.2, the average length of trials closed in a given
year is potentially a noisy variable because in some jurisdictions there is a is based on a limited
number of closed proceedings. Second, there is limited time series variation in court efficiency
anyway, in particular in bankruptcy given the significant length of bankruptcy procedures
(more than 7 years on average).

11In order to minimize arbitrariness their composition results from a automated procedure
using a Geographic Information System (GIS). See Giacomelli and Menon (2017) for details.
I thank Silvia Giacomelli and Carlo Menon for sharing their data on border groups.
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All specifications include a set of fixed effects for the region by year, sector of
activity by year, bank by year and company’s legal status by year cells (FEs).
In all specifications controls for firm (Wit−1) and match (Xibt−1) characteristics
taken in the previous year are included. The match characteristics includes total
exposure (in log), a NPLs dummy variable which takes value one if we observe
some NPLs at the firm-bank match, the share of used credit to total exposure,
the share of short term credit, the share of credit with collateral, the share
of credit by the bank. Depending on the main dependent variable, there are
controls for other characteristics that might be jointly determined. For example
in the specification on the interest rate on credit lines, a control for the average
used credit on the line is included.

Firm characteristics include total asset (in log), dafault risk (9 dummy vari-
ables one for each of the Cerved score categories), age (5 age dummies, one
for each quintile of the age distribution), number of banks, the share of credit
by the largest bank, opacity (share of immaterial fixed assets in total fixed as-
sets), potential collateral (share of total fixed assets in total assets), profitability
(ROA, measured as EBITDA over total assets), leverage (financial debts over
total assets), a “zombie” dummy equal to one if EBITDA is less than interest
expenditures, share of liquid to total assets, as well as two time invariant mea-
sures of banking competition in the province of the firms legal headquarter (the
Herfindahl index of loans distribution by bank in the province and the number
of branches in log, both in 2017). In all specification a set of socio-demographic
characteristics of the municipality of firm’s headquarter is included.12

In the analysis of characteristics that change at the firm level, like the prob-
ability of a new loan, leverage and investment, the following model is estimated:

Yit = α+ βDi +

N∑
j=1

γjbjit + FEs+ +δ′Xit−1 + φ′Wit−1 + εit (2)

where the firms controls (Wit−1) are taken from firms’ balance sheets and the
firm-bank match controls (Xit−1) are averages at the firm-year level, across
different banks. This specification is estimated with two samples: the first
includes only firms having credit relationship with banks of at least 30000 Euros;
the second all firms with balance sheet information, even those that not observed
in the Credit Register data.13

The role of firm’s default risk The effects of the efficiency in the enforce-
ment of bankruptcy procedures on bank credit depend on the probability that
firms are actually involved in a bankruptcy case. If a firm has a very low prob-
ability of default and thus to be involved in a bankruptcy proceeding, then its
bank credit conditions will be relatively less affected by the efficiency in enforc-
ing bankruptcy law, if they are affected at all (Rodano et al., 2016).

In the data, firms’ default risk can be measured by the Cerved score, a
proprietary rating that takes values ranging from one (for the safest firm) to
nine (for the firm most likely to default). The score is a good predictor of
firm’s default: Figure 5a shows that the share of firm-bank matches that during

12These characteristics are population, share of immigrants, share of females in whole pop-
ulation and among immigrants, share of religious marriages, share of divorcees and number
of road accidents per person.

13In this second case only controls at the firm level are used.
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a year experience a new NPL14 is increasing in the score category of the firm.
At the same time, Figure 5b reports the average interest rate on revolving credit
lines for each score category and shows that the banking sector takes firms’
default risk, and in particular the score, into account when offering credit to
the firms (see also Rodano et al., 2018).

Figure 5: The score
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The left panel shows the share of firm-bank matches that enters in NPL status in a given year, for

each score category of the firm. The right panel shows the average interest rate on credit lines at

the level of firm-bank match, for each score category of the firm. All data comes from Cerved and

Credit Register matched dataset used in the main specification of the analysis.

To take into account the potentially different effects of court inefficiency with
respect to firm’s default risk, in addition to estimates of Equations 1 and 2, we
present results where the court inefficiency measure is interacted with firm’s
default risk in the previous year. Firms’ default risk is encoded in a high risk
dummy variable, where a firm is classified as “high risk” if the score is above
4.15

3 Data and descriptive statistics

3.1 Data sources

This study exploits rich, granular data at the firm-bank level for the universe of
Italian corporations with an exposure with the banking sector of at least 30,000
Euros. The analysis is conducted for the years 2015 and 2016, in order to avoid
the potential effects of the 2012 reform of judicial geography that reduced the
number of courts from 165 to 140.16

The data comes from three main sources. The starting point is composed
by the balance sheet and profit and losses data for the universe of Italian cor-
porations provided by Cerved Group. Using the unique tax identification code,

14That is, there was not any NPL in the match in previous year but there is at least some
NPL in current year.

15Classifying firms in 3 risk categories, following Cerved definition of “safe” (low risk, score
less than 5), “vulnerable” (medium risk, score between 4 and 6) and “risky” (high risk, score
above 6) firms, yields quantitatively very similar results and are available upon request.

16Further details on how we constructed the data set and on the effects of sample selection
can be found in Appendix A.
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balance sheet data is matched with information from the Central Credit Regis-
ter (Centrale dei Rischi), a confidential dataset collected by the Bank of Italy as
part of its bank supervision duties.17 The Credit Register, on a monthly basis,
for each borrower whose exposure with the banks exceeds 30,000 Euros, and
for each of its lending banks, provides information on financing levels, granted
and used, for three categories of instruments: term loans, revolving credit lines,
and loans backed by account receivables. The information on term loans is
supplemented by other non-price characteristics, such as loan maturity and the
presence of real guarantees.

In addition to the information on the quantity of credit, further information
on the interest rates, at quarterly frequency for the firm-bank match, comes from
Taxia which is part of the Credit Register with information provided by a subset
of banks covering more than 80 percent of total bank lending in Italy. More
specifically, this data has detailed information on the interest rates that banks
charge to individual borrowers on outstanding revolving credit lines together
with the average exposure (used credit) on the lines. Furthermore, Taxia has
information on interest rate, size and maturity class on all newly issued term
loan.

The Cerved Group data includes balance sheet information on the universe of
Italian companies, mostly privately held. This dataset provides yearly balance-
sheet information on assets, revenue, value added, and other characteristics such
as location, establishment date, and production sector. In addition, Cerved
Group data provides a measure of firms’ risk, the score, which is a nine values
categorical variable with lower values implying lower risk. In order to merge data
from different sources Credit Register data is collapsed at the yearly frequency
for each bank-firm match.

Finally, information on the number and duration of bankruptcy procedures
at court level is provided by the Ministry of Justice.18 The main measure
of court efficiency for a given jurisdiction is the average length of bankruptcy
procedures closed in that jurisdiction in the period 2014-2017.19

3.2 Descriptive Statistics

Balance sheet variables The starting point for the analysis is the balance
sheet data for the universe of corporations in Italy for the years 2015-2016. From
the balance sheet data, several financial and non-financial firms characteristics
as well as age, and sector of activity are obtained. Age is the difference between
the current year and the year of the firm’s establishment. Total Assets are
defined on the basis of the Balance Sheet accounts while Net Revenues are
taken the profit and loss accounts. Score is the Cerved score the proprietary
rating that takes a value ranging from one (for the safest firm) to nine (for firms
with highest default risk). Several standard ratios, to be used in the empirical
analysis, can be constructed: Leverage is defined as financial debts over assets;
ROA is equal to EBITDA over total assets; Liquidity is measured as a the share

17This data has been used by, among others, Detragiache et al. (2000); Sapienza (2002);
Bonaccorsi di Patti and Gobbi (2007) and Cingano et al. (2016).

18The data are available on the Ministry of Justice website.
19To address the issue of exogeneity, in Section 2, we also exploit data at the municipality

level from the National Bureau of Statistics (ISTAT ) and from the Ministry of Interior Affairs
(Ministero dell’Interno).
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics: Balance Sheet

mean sd 25th median 75th N
Net Revenues 7378 109182 347 915 2626 231543
Age 16.6 13.2 7.0 13.0 24.0 228524
Score 4.62 2.07 3.00 5.00 6.00 231543
Low Risk (score 1-4) 0.50 0.50 231543
Medium Risk (score 5-6) 0.28 0.45 231543
High Risk (score 7-9) 0.22 0.41 231543
Leverage 0.18 0.22 0.00 0.09 0.30 231543
ROA 0.08 0.15 0.03 0.07 0.13 231543
Liquidity 0.10 0.14 0.01 0.04 0.14 231543
Zombie 0.25 0.43 231543
Potential Collateral 0.19 0.23 0.02 0.09 0.29 231543
Opacity 0.05 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.04 231543
Total Assets 7832 209204 408 984 2725 231543
Investment Ratio 0.41 1.17 0.01 0.07 0.29 215298
Investment Ratio (net) 0.21 1.03 -0.09 -0.02 0.08 215298

Data from Cerved Group balance sheet, for the years 2015-2016.The descriptive
statistics refer to the sample of firms that appear also in the Credit Register data
and that are located at jurisdiction borders.

of liquidity in total assets; Zombie is a dummy variable equal to 1 if EBITDA is
lower than interest expenditures; Opacity is measured as the share of immaterial
fixed assets in total fixed assets; Potential collateral is defined as the share of
total fixed assets in total assets. Finally our measure of investment, Investment
Ratio, is the ratio of investment expenditures over previous year fixed assets.20

Table 3: Balance Sheet: Full and Used samples

Mean Median
Full Used Full Used

Net revenues 4314 7378 479 915
Age 13.7 16.6 10.0 13.0
Score 4.45 4.62 4.00 5.00
Low Risk (score 1-4) 0.54 0.50
Medium Risk (score 5-6) 0.25 0.28
High Risk (score 7-9) 0.22 0.22
Leverage 0.13 0.18 0.00 0.09
ROA 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07
Liquidity 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.04
Zombie 0.25 0.25
Potential Collateral 0.17 0.19 0.07 0.09
Opacity 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00
Total Assets 4909 7832 517 984
Investment Ratio 0.43 0.41 0.06 0.07

Data from Cerved Group balance sheet, for the years
2015-2016. The descriptive statistics in the Full columns
refer to the whole Cerved Group sample of firms, while
those in the Used columns are calculated for the sub-
sample of firms that appear also in the Credit Register
data and that are located at jurisdiction borders.

Given the empirical strategy, the analysis uses a subset of the original sam-
ple, consisting of firms with Credit Register data (i.,e. with an exposure of at
least 30,000 Euros with the banks) located at the jurisdiction border. Table 2
reports summary statistics of the main variables, in terms of unique firm-year
observations for this matched sample. As the variation in firm age suggests,
the sample includes not only mature firms but also relatively young firms. Sim-
ilarly, net revenues vary between 347000 Euros at the bottom quartile of the
distribution to over 2.5 million of Euros at the top quartile of the distribution,

20To reduce the influence of outliers, all ratios are 99% winsorized.
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with an average of above 7 millions. Also total assets distribution is particularly
skewed with the average being almost 8 millions euros far higher than the 75th

percentile of the distribution. About half of the sample is composed of safe
firms (Cerved score less than 5). Mean leverage is about 13%, but more than
half of firms have zero leverage. About 25% of firms have EBITDA lower than
interest expenditures. About 41% are in municipalities at the border between
two jurisdictions.

Table 3 shows mean and median of the main balance sheet variables both in
the original sample and the selected one composed of firms with Credit Register
data and located at jurisdiction border.21 The firms in the selected sample are
on average bigger, both in terms of revenues and assets, slightly riskier, more
leveraged, with more fixed assets (as a share of total assets) and less liquidity.
They are also slightly less productive than those in the original full sample.22

Table 4: Descriptive statistics: Credit Register

mean sd 25th median 75th N
Total Exposure 845329 7196720 75697 194577 514167 639253
Share of Used Credit 0.60 0.38 0.25 0.70 1.00 639253
Short Term Credit (share) 0.64 0.42 0.10 0.95 1.00 639253
Secured Credit (share) 0.11 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 639253
Share of Biggest Bank 0.73 0.27 0.50 0.74 1.00 231543
Number of Banks 2.76 2.65 1.00 2.00 3.00 231543
Share of the Bank 0.36 0.33 0.10 0.24 0.54 639253
NPL dummy 0.12 0.32 639253
Share of Discount Credit 0.34 0.38 0.00 0.15 0.71 639253
Share of Debt on Credit Lines 0.21 0.31 0.00 0.06 0.25 639253
Has Credit Lines 0.42 0.49 639253
Used Credit on the Line 82487 1391440 1584 12622 48189 200006
Rate on the Credit Line 7.4 3.91 4.69 6.71 9.68 200006
Has New Term Loans 0.24 0.43 639253
Size of New Term Loans 1193282 3.86e+07 75000 200000 529489 115826
Rate on New Term Loans 3.99 2.37 2.22 3.53 5.29 115826
Share of Short New Term Loans 0.42 0.47 0.00 0.00 1.00 115826
Share of Long New Term Loans 0.15 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 115826

Data from the Central Credit Register. Statistics for Share Biggest Bank and Number of Banks
are calculated at the firm-year level. The shares of firm-bank matches with credit lines (Has Credit
Line) and new term loans (Has New Term Loans) are taken considering only banks reporting to
the Taxia data set.

Credit Register variables After merging the balance sheet data with the
Credit Register and selecting only firms whose legal headquarter is located in
municipalities at jurisdiction borders, the data set is an unbalanced panel at
the firm-bank match and year level. It has about 640000 observations, about
130000 firms matched to 860 banks over two years.

Table 4 reports the descriptive statistics on the main variables used in the
analysis for each bank-firm match in a given year. The overall exposure of the

21The specific sample used depends on the main dependent variable analysed. The full
matched balance sheet and Credit Register sample of firms located at jurisdiction borders
is used only for the effects on NPLs. In the analysis on the effects on the interest rate and
granted amount on revolving credit lines, the sample is restricted to firms with at least one
credit line, which is a subset of the firms served by banks in the Taxia dataset. In the analysis
of the probability of a new loan the sample is restricted to firms ever appeared in the Taxia
dataset. For leverage and investment two samples are used: the full balance sheet sample of
firms located at the jurisdiction borders, even when not matched with the Credit Register
data, and the sub-sample of those those matched with the Credit Register data.

22The main differences in these samples are due to the match with the Credit Register data,
see Appendix A for further details.
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firm with the bank is measured by Total Exposure defined as the sum of the
maximum value between granted and used credit outstanding at the end of the
year for each kind of credit (term loans, credit lines and discounts) plus bad
loans. On average Total Exposure is about 845,000 euros, and has a rather
skewed distribution (the median is slightly less than 200,000 euros). In addition
to total exposure, Credit Register data provide information on several other
aspects of firm-bank relationship. The Share of Used Credit, measured by the
ratio of used credit in total exposure, captures how much “credit space” the firm
has with respect to the bank. For the average match, the firm is using about
60% of total granted credit by the bank. About a quarter of the matches are
characterized by no credit space. On average 64% of the total exposure is short
term (Short Term Credit), that is either revolving credit line or with maturity
below one year, and 11% is secured at least partially with real collateral (Secured
Credit). On average each firm has credit from 5.3 banks (the median is 4) and
the biggest bank has a share of 53% of total credit of the firm. About 12% of
firm-bank matches have some NPLs. Credit lines represent on average 21% of
total bank exposure. Backed loans account for 34% of total bank financing, and
they are mostly used for liquidity purposes.

Table 5: Credit Register variables: Full and Used samples

mean median
Full Used Full Used

Total Exposure 792215 845329 189219 194577
Share of Used Credit 0.61 0.60 0.71 0.70
Short Term Credit (share) 0.63 0.64 0.90 0.95
Secured Credit 0.12 0.11 0.00 0.00
Share Biggest Bank 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.74
Number of Banks 2.75 2.76 2.00 2.00
Share of The Bank 0.36 0.36 0.24 0.24
NPL dummy 0.12 0.12
Share of Discount Credit 0.33 0.34 0.01 0.15
Share of Debt on Credit Lines 0.22 0.21 0.07 0.06
Has Credit Lines 0.42 0.42
Used Credit on the Line 90161 82487 14398 12622
Rate on the Credit Line 7.37 7.44 6.67 6.71
Has New Term Loans 0.23 0.24
Size of New Term Loans 1193509 1193282 194000 200000
Rate on New Term Loans 3.97 3.99 3.52 3.53
Share of Short New Term Loans 0.39 0.42 0.00 0.00
Share of Long New Term Loans 0.16 0.15 0.00 0.00

Data from the Central Credit Register. The descriptive statistics in the Full
columns refer to the sample of Cerved Group firms that appear also in the
Central Credit Register data. Those in the Used columns refers to the sub-
sample of firms located at jurisdiction borders. Statistics for Share Biggest
Bank and Number of Banks are calculated at the firm-year level. The share of
firm-bank matches for which we observe credit lines (Has Credit Line) and new
term loans (Has New Term Loans) are taken considering only banks reporting
to the Taxia data set.

As discussed above (see section 2.2) the main price variable in the analysis of
bank-firm relationship is the interest credit on the credit lines. This information
is available for 42% of the firm-bank matches. Mean interest rate on the revolv-
ing credit lines is about 7.4% (median 6.7%). This interest rate is substantially
higher than the interest rate on new term loans, which is about 4% on average.
This might reflect the unsecured nature of credit lines. On average there is a
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new term loan during the year for about 24% of matches (about 43% at the
firm level), with an average total size of all new loans of more than 1 million.
About 40% of new term loans are short term (less than one year) and 15$ are
long term (more than 5 years).

Table 5 shows the differences in mean and median of the Credit Register
variables, between the full sample (i.e. firms matched with balance sheet data)
and the selected sample which includes only firms located at the jurisdiction
border. The differences between the two samples are much smaller than in the
balance sheet case, where most of differences were due to the match with the
Credit Register.

Table 6: Court efficiency

mean sd 25th median 75th N
length 107.42 42.00 74.30 98.08 143.46 140
congestion 351.39 504.68 102.50 219.00 406.00 140

Data from the Ministry of Justice, 2014-2017. length is the length, in
months, of all bankruptcy proceedings closed in the period 2014-2017 in a
given jurisdiction. congestion is the number of all bankruptcy proceedings
closed in the period 2014-2017 in a given jurisdiction.

Court efficiency The proxy of court efficiency in dealing with bankruptcy
cases is the duration of bankruptcy procedures measured as the average time
elapsed from the filing of a procedure to its closing in months for all the cases
closed in each court from 2014 to 2017. The choice of using the average length
of bankruptcy proceedings over a longer time span (2014-2017) rather than in
a single year is due to the risk of very volatile average length that might lead
to measurement error, in particular for smaller courts where few procedures are
closed in a given year. 23 Table 6 displays descriptive statistics for the main
court efficiency variable (see also Figure 1). The average duration of bankruptcy
procedures is extremely high (107 months) with wide differences among courts:
it varies from about 74 months at the bottom quartile of the distribution to
over 143 months at the top quartile of the distribution. The data allows also
to measure congestion at the court level, using as a proxy the total number of
bankruptcy proceeding closed in the same period.24

23In order to address the potential concern about reverse causality deriving from using
contemporaneous measures of court efficiency and dependent outcomes, I replicated all the
analysis in the paper using only the length of procedures closed in 2014-2015. This noisy
measure of two court efficiency is highly correlated to the main one used in the paper: their
correlation coefficient is 0.91. The more noisy measure has slightly lower mean, 103.4 months
instead of 107,4 months, and is more volatile. Most of the differences in the means and the
less than perfect correlation is due to those courts with a low number of cases closed every
year. The results of this robustness check, reported in Table 27 in the Appendix B, are
qualitatively and in most cases quantitatively similar, to the main results of the paper. When
the coefficients differ, they are usually smaller in magnitude, consistently with the hypothesis
that this alternative measure might be affected by measurement error.

24Length and congestion are strongly negatively correlated at the court level: the regression
coefficient of length on congestion in the cross section of courts is negative ad statistically
significant (between -0.02 and -0.4 depending on whether we exclude outliers). In a series of
robustness exercises — results available upon request — where congestion is included among
the controls results are qualitatively and quantitatively unaffected.
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4 Results

This section reports the main results of the empirical analysis, starting from
the interest rates on credit lines (Section 4.1), where we discuss the effects
of adopting our empirical strategy, and the importance of addressing omitted
variable problem by controlling for local characteristics using “border” dummy
variables. Then the effects of court efficiency on the quantity of credit (section
4.2) — granted amount on credit lines, probability of new loan and leverage
— as well as on investment (section 4.3) are presented. Finally we analyse the
effects of court inefficiency on NPLs (section 4.4).

In all the analysis the main explanatory variable is the length of bankruptcy
proceedings in years, which is the measure of court inefficiency. For all de-
pendent variables we present both the baseline results for all firms and the
interaction of the court inefficiency measure with the dummy variable for firms
with high risk.25

4.1 Interest rate on credit lines

Table 7: Rates on credit lines: identification strategy

I II III IV V
court inefficiency 0.047** -0.001 -0.002 0.013 0.025***

(0.018) (0.009) (0.008) (0.010) (0.009)
average credit on line -0.311*** -0.315*** -0.312***

(0.006) (0.007) (0.007)
Fixed Effects NO YES YES YES YES
Basic Controls NO NO YES YES YES
Border Firms Only NO NO NO YES YES
Border Dummies NO NO NO NO YES
N 534720 534715 475942 174235 174228
R2 .001 .108 .205 .200 .205
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is net interest rate on outstanding credit lines in the last
quarter of a given year. court inefficiency is the average length of bankruptcy
proceedings, in years; average credit on line is the log of the average amount of
credit on the line; Fixed Effects include fixed effects for region, sector of activity,
bank, legal form interacted with a year dummy; the Basic Controls are lagged
total assets, lagged total exposure, 9 lagged score dummy variables, 5 age dummy
variables, the number of banks and a NPL dummy variable. Standard errors are
clustered at the court by year level.

Before moving to the main results of the paper, some preliminary specifica-
tions (see Table 7) show the effects of the sample selection due to considering
only firms located at the border between jurisdictions that do not coincide with
regional boundaries (columns III vs IV) and the effects of adopting the empir-
ical strategy, confronting firms on either side of the same jurisdiction border
controlling for border dummy variables (columns IV vs. V). Column I reports
the simple unconditional correlation between court inefficiency and the cost of
credit, which is positive and significant. However, as shown in column II, the

25Our baseline specification includes all the controls. To check whether the result are robust
to the inclusion of potentially “bad controls” (see, e.g. Angrist and Pischke, 2008) the same
specification is estimated with fewer controls (Basic Controls) including only total asset, total
exposure, risk, age and NPL dummies and socio-demographic characteristics, in addition to
the fixed effects. The effect of court efficiency is barely affected. However when adding the
interaction of court efficiency with firms’ risk of default the full set of controls is included to
avoid firms’ risk capturing the effects of other omitted variables.
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Table 8: Rates on credit lines

I II III
court inefficiency 0.025*** 0.032*** 0.021**

(0.008) (0.008) (0.009)
average credit on line (log) -0.312*** -0.331*** -0.331***

(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
length × high risk 0.017*

(0.009)
Fixed Effects YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES
N 174228 174228 174228
R2 .20 .22 .22
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is net interest rate on outstanding credit lines in the last
quarter of a given year; court inefficiency is the average length of bankruptcy
proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in the period 2014-2017; average credit
on line is the log of the average amount of credit on the line. Fixed Effects
include fixed effects for region, sector of activity, bank, legal form interacted
with a year dummy; the Basic Controls are lagged total assets, lagged total
exposure, 9 lagged score dummy variables, 5 age dummy variables, the number
of banks and a NPL dummy variable as well as socio-demographic controls at the
municipality level; Other Controls are lagged controls at the firm level (share
of credit by the largest bank, opacity, potential collateral, ROA, leverage, the
zombie dummy, liquidity), at the match level (share of used credit, short term
credit, secure credit, share of the bank) as well as two time invariant measures
of banking competition at the province level. Standard errors are clustered at
the court by year level.

raw correlation is not robust to the inclusion of the fixed effects for bank, legal
form, region, and sector of production (interacted with a year dummy): the
coefficient on court inefficiency becomes negative and not statistically different
from zero. Controlling for the amount of used credit and some basic controls
(riskiness, size, total exposure, age, presence of NPLs) does not change the co-
efficient (column III), which remains negative and not statistically significant.
Column IV shows the results of the same model of column III estimated on the
restricted sample of firms located at the border of jurisdictions, without im-
plementing our identification strategy (i.e. without adding the border dummy
variables): the correlation of court inefficiency and the cost of credit becomes
positive but not statistically significant. Therefore our sample selection do not
have a substantial impact on the estimated relationship between court efficiency
and the interest rates, which remains not significant in both samples. However,
when we implement our identification strategy by controlling for time-varying
unobserved heterogeneity at the geographical level with the inclusion of the in-
teraction of border dummy variables with year dummies (column V), the effect
of court inefficiency on the cost of credit becomes more than twice stronger and
statistically significant.26

26Adding controls for socio-demographic characteristics at the municipality level to the
specification in the last column leaves the coefficients unchanged. Table 20 in Appendix B
shows that the effects of sample selection and of the application of the identification strategy
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Our main results on the interest rates on credit lines are presented in Table
8. Column I reproduces column V of Table 7 where we include only the set
of basic controls. In column II we use the full set of controls. In both cases
court inefficiency has a positive and statistically significant correlation with the
interest rate on the credit lines. When we control for the wider set of controls
the coefficient on court inefficiency is slightly higher. Reducing the length of
bankruptcy procedures from the 75th to the 25th percentile of its distribution,
from almost 12 years to 6.2 years (about 70 months), would reduce the interest
rate on the credit lines by about 14 basis points if we use the estimates in column
I (18 basis points if we use the bigger estimate in column II). As the average
interest rate in the sample is 7.4%, this reduction corresponds to about 1.9%
(2.5% for column II) of the average interest rate on the credit lines.27

As discussed above (see section 2.3), we expect the effects of court efficiency
to be particularly strong for riskier firms that have a significantly higher prob-
ability of default and therefore of being subject to a bankruptcy proceeding, in
particular in the sort run. In column III we add to the specification in column
II the interaction of court inefficiency with a dummy variable for firms with
high risk of default (based on balance sheet of previous year). As expected
the effects of court inefficiency is stronger for high risk firms: the coefficient of
the interaction term is positive and significant. A reduction of the length of
bankruptcy proceeding from the 75th to the 25th percentile of the distribution
of court efficiency is associated with a reduction in the cost of credit by about
10 basis points for low risk firms and about 22 basis points for high risk firms.

4.2 Quantity of credit

After having established the effects of court efficiency on the cost of credit, we
analyse its effects on the quantity of credit. Following the discussion in Section
2.2 we focus on two variables about the relationship between bank and firm:
the granted amount on the credit lines (at the firm-bank match) to measure the
intensive margin of the quantity of credit and the probability of having a new
term loan from any bank at the firm level. Finally we look firms’ leverage to
capture overall firm credit.

Granted amount on the credit lines The results of using the granted
amount on the credit lines as the dependent variable in equation 1 are reported
in columns I and II of Table 9, where we control for basic and full set of controls
respectively. In both cases an increase in the length of trials is associated, in
a statistically significant way, with a reduction in the granted credit offered by
the same bank at firms with similar characteristics. The coefficients imply that
an increase in the length of trials of about 70 months (5.8 years) is associated
with a reduction in the granted credit for the average match of about 5.7%.
Results in column III show that there are significant differences in the effect of
court efficiency between safe and risky firms: the same 5.8 years increase in the
length of trials is associated with a 3.5% decrease in granted credit for firms

are similar even when controlling for fixed effects only, without any additional control.
27Table 21 in Appendix B shows that these results are robust to the inclusion of court

congestion among the controls, to the exclusion of granted credit from the regression, as well
as that the effect of court efficiency seems to be non-linear.
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Table 9: Granted amount on the credit lines

I II III
court inefficiency -0.010*** -0.009*** -0.006**

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
length × high risk -0.006***

(0.002)
Fixed Effects YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES
N 352457 352457 352457
R2 .32 .36 .36
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is the credit amount, in log, on revolving credit
line at the firm-bank match level; court inefficiency is the average
length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in the
period 2014-2017; Fixed Effects include fixed effects for region, sector
of activity, bank, legal form interacted with a year dummy; the Basic
Controls are lagged total assets, 9 lagged score dummy variables, 5
age dummy variables, the number of banks and a NPL dummy variable,
as well as socio-demographic controls at the municipality level; Other
Controls are lagged controls at the firm level (share of credit by the
largest bank, opacity, potential collateral, ROA, leverage, the zombie
dummy, liquidity), at the match level (share of used credit, short term
credit, secure credit, share of the bank) as well as two time invariant
measures of banking competition at the province level. Standard errors
are clustered at the court by year level.

with low default risk and with a 6.9% decrease for high risk ones.28.

Probability of new loan In order to analyse the effects of court efficiency on
the extensive margin of credit Equation 2 is estimated with dependent variable
a dummy variable equal to 1 if in a given year the firm receives a new term loan
granted by any of its banks.29 The resulting estimates are reported in Table
10. The first two columns show the estimates of the model with few (column I)
and all controls (column II): there is no significant correlation of court efficiency
with the probability of getting a new loan for the average firm: the coefficient
of the length of trials in negative but not statistically significant. However, as
shown in column III, there is a significant and negative association between
court inefficiency and the probability of getting a new loan for firms with high
risk of default. An increase in the length of bankruptcy proceeding from the
25th to the 75th percentile of its distribution, is associated with a decrease in the
probability of receiving a new loan for the high risk firm of about 1.7 percentage
points. The share of firm for which we observe a new loan in a given year in the
sample is on average about 43%, with differences according to firms’ risk, from

28In the results of Table 9 we do not include previous year exposure at the firm-bank match
among the controls. The results in a specification which includes it are almost identical, even
quantitatively, as shown in Table 22 in Appendix B.

29The model is estimated with a linear probability model, considering only those firms who
ever appear in the Taxia dataset.
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Table 10: Probability of new loan

I II III
court inefficiency -0.001 -0.002 0.002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
length × high risk -0.006***

(0.001)
Fixed Effects YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES
N 145226 145226 145226
R2 .15 .17 .17
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to 1 if a new term
loan is granted to the firm in the relevant year; court inefficiency
is the average length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the
cases closed in the period 2014-2017; Fixed Effects includes fixed
effects for region, sector of activity, legal form interacted with
a year dummy; the Basic Controls are lagged total assets, the
lagged total exposure of the firm, 9 lagged score dummy vari-
ables, 5 age dummy variables, the number of banks and a NPL
dummy variable, as well as socio-demographic controls at the
municipality level; Other Controls includes lagged controls at
the firm level: the share of credit by the largest bank, opacity,
potential collateral, ROA, leverage, the zombie dummy, liquid-
ity, share of used credit, short term credit, secure credit as well
as two time invariant measures of banking competition at the
province level. Standard errors are clustered at the court by
year level.

45% for safe firms to 41% for high risk firms.30

Leverage To analyse the overall effect of court efficiency on firm debt, includ-
ing both the intensive and the extensive margin, we also estimate Equation 2
using firm’s leverage as dependent variable. Table 11 reports the estimates of
the effects of court efficiency on leverage obtained using the sample of firms with
both balance sheet and Credit Register data and controlling also for bank credit
data (aggregated at the firm level).31 For the average firm (columns I, II) the
effect of court inefficiency on leverage is negative but small and not statistically
significant. When we interact the length of bankruptcy cases with the dummy
variable for high risk firms (column III), we find that high court efficiency is
associated with higher leverage for risky firms and lower leverage for safe ones.
Using the results from column III, a reduction of the length of bankruptcy pro-
ceeding from the 75th to the 25th percentile of its distribution is associated with

30The more appropriate measure of the extensive margin of credit is the probability of
getting a new loan at the firm level rather than at the firm bank-level. If a firm gets a new
loan from one of its bank and no new loan from some other banks, the latter measure would
be a more inaccurate measure.

31Table 23 in Appendix B reports results obtained when using the sample of firms with only
balance sheet data and the results for the matched sample but without controlling for Credit
Register data. Results are almost identical, the few differences coming from controlling for
Credit Register variables rather than using different samples.
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Table 11: Leverage

I II III
court inefficiency 0.000 -0.000 0.001**

(0.000) (0.000) (0.001)
length × high risk -0.003***

(0.001)
Fixed Effects YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES
N 201737 201737 201737
R2 .17 .20 .20
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is firm leverage; court inefficiency is the aver-
age length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the cases closed
in the period 2014-2017; Fixed Effects includes fixed effects for re-
gion, sector of activity, and legal form interacted with a year dummy;
the Basic Controls are lagged total assets, , 9 lagged score dummy
variables, 5 age dummy variables ,lagged total exposure of the firm,
the number of banks and a NPL dummy variable as well as socio-
demographic controls at the municipality level; Other Controls in-
clude lagged controls at the firm level: opacity, potential collateral,
ROA, leverage, the zombie dummy, liquidity, the share of credit by
the largest bank, the share of used credit, short term credit, secure
credit average (the Credit Register variables are averaged at the firm
level), as well as two time invariant measures of banking competition
at the province level. Standard errors are clustered at the court by
year level.

a decrease of leverage of 0.6 percentage points for safe firms, and an increase of
1.2 points for high risk firms (average leverage id about 17% in the sample).

4.3 Investment

To analyse the real effects of court efficiency we estimate Equation 2 with firm
level data, using as dependent variable the investment rate measured as in-
vestment in fixed assets over previous period fixed assets. Table 12 shows the
results for investment rate obtained using, similarly to leverage, the sample of
firms with both balance sheet and Credit Register data and controlling also
for bank credit data (aggregated at the firm level).32 Court inefficiency has a
negative but not statistically significant effect on investment activity of the aver-
age firms (columns I, II). However interacting court inefficiency with firm’s risk
dummy variables, more inefficient courts are associated with lower investment
activity for riskier firms (columns III) while the effect on investment by safe
firms is positive, but small and not statistically significant. Using the results
from column III a reduction of the length of bankruptcy proceeding of about

32Results obtained when using the sample of firms with only balance sheet data and those
for the matched sample but without controlling for Credit Register data are reported in Table
24 in Appendix B. Results are even stronger than in the baseline specification, and the main
differences come from controlling for Credit Register variables rather than using different
samples.
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Table 12: Investment rate

I II III
court inefficiency -0.002 -0.002 -0.000

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
length × high risk -0.003*

(0.002)
Fixed Effects YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES
N 198388 198388 198388
R2 .035 .06 .066
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is firm investment rate; court inefficiency is
the average length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the
cases closed in the period 2014-2017; Fixed Effects includes fixed
effects for region, sector of activity, and legal form interacted with
a year dummy; the Basic Controls are lagged total assets, , 9
lagged score dummy variables, 5 age dummy variables ,lagged
total exposure of the firm, the number of banks and a NPL dummy
variable as well as socio-demographic controls at the municipality
level; Other Controls include lagged controls at the firm level:
opacity, potential collateral, ROA, leverage, the zombie dummy,
liquidity, the share of credit by the largest bank, the share of
used credit, short term credit, secure credit average (the Credit
Register variables are averaged at the firm level), as well as two
time invariant measures of banking competition at the province
level. Standard errors are clustered at the court by year level.

70 months is associated with an increase in the investment rate of 1.7 percent-
age points for high risk firms against an average investment rate of about 4.9%
(5.8% for riskier firms).

4.4 Non Performing Loans

Where bankruptcy procedures are less efficient the time to recover NPLs is
longer and, mechanically, the stock of NPLs increases. Furthermore, theoretical
and empirical literature suggests that where court are less efficient, borrowers
might have stronger incentives to default (e.g. Schiantarelli et al., 2020), thus
increasing the flow of new NPLs. This, in turn, might affect the willingness and
possibility of bank to extend credit, in particular given the new rules for timely
provisioning and write-off practices related to non-performing loans (so called
calendar provisioning) recently introduced by the ECB (ECB, 2018) and the
European Commission (EC, 2018). While we cannot verify the actual time the
bad loans stay on banks’ balance sheet, we can analyse whether court efficiency
is associated with a higher stock of NPLs and with a stronger flow of new ones.

To analyse the effects of court inefficiency on the stock of NPLs we estimate
Equation 1 using as dependent variable a dummy equal to 1 if the match is char-
acterized by at least some NPLs. Conditioning on the sample of matches with
no NPLs in the previous year, we can also investigate whether court inefficiency
affects the flow of new positions with NPLs.
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Table 13: Non Performing Loans

Stock Flow
I II III IV V VI

court inefficiency 0.003*** 0.002*** -0.001 0.001*** 0.000 -0.001**
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

length × high risk 0.005*** 0.003***
(0.001) (0.001)

Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES
N 506950 506950 506950 463100 463100 463100
R2 .12 .16 .16 .06 .07 .08
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to 1 if there is at least one NPL between the
bank and the firm. In columns IV, V e VI, the estimating sample is restricted to firm-bank
matches for which there were no NPLs in previous year. court inefficiency is the average
length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in the period 2014-2017. Fixed
Effects includes fixed effects for region, sector of activity, bank, legal form interacted with a
year dummy. The Basic Controls are lagged total assets, lagged total exposure, 9 lagged score
dummy variables, 5 age dummy variables and the number of banks, as well as socio-demographic
controls at the municipality level; Other Controls are lagged controls at the firm level (share
of credit by the largest bank, opacity, potential collateral, ROA, leverage, the zombie dummy,
liquidity), at the match level (share of used credit, short term credit, secure credit, share of
the bank) as well as two time invariant measures of banking competition at the province level.
Standard errors are clustered at the court by year level.

The results for the stock of NPLs are reported in the first 3 columns of Table
13. Where courts are more inefficient and take more time to solve bankruptcy
cases there is a higher probability of observing a firm-bank match with some
NPLs (columns I and II). The effect is due only to high risk firms (column III).
Reducing the length of bankruptcy trials from the 75th to the 25th percentile of
its distribution we would observe a reduction of 1.7 percentage points (1.2 if we
take the estimated coefficient in column II) in the share of firm-bank matches
with some NPLs on average (2.3 percentage points less for high risk firms and
banks while no significant effects for the safe firms). On average about 12% of
firm-bank matches have some NPLs (17% of those involving an high risk firm).

The results for the flow of new matches with NPLs are reported in columns
IV, V and VI of Table 13. Lower court efficiency has a positive but not robust
effect on the flow of new matches with some NPLs (columns IV and V). By
interacting court inefficiency with the risk dummy variables (column VI), we find
that the effects of court inefficiency on the probability of observing a new match
with some NPLs between safe firms and banks is negative (i.e. court efficiency
increase the likelihood of new matches with NPLs) while it is positive for high
risk firms matches with banks. The usual though experiment of improving court
efficiency would be associated with an increase in the probability of observing
a match between a safe firm and a bank that becomes a NPLs match in a given
year by about 0.6 percentage points. The same improvement in court efficiency
would reduce the probability of observing a match between a high risk firm and
a bank that becomes a NPLs match in a given year by about 1.2 percentage
points . On average about 7% of all matches enters in the NPLs status in a
given year (about 10.4% of those involving an high risk firm).33.

33As shown in Table 25 in Appendix B, using the share of NPLs in total exposure instead
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5 Concluding remarks

Court efficiency is often at the core of the policy debate, in particular in Italy,
but to better design policy reforms, a clear understanding of how court efficiency
affects firms and banks decisions is needed. However, evidence on the extent of
the effects of court enforcement on credit supply and the economy, as well as
the relevant channels, is scant, mostly because of the challenge of isolating the
effects of judicial enforcement from other formal and informal institutions that
may affect bank lending to firms. By isolating the effects of court enforcement on
credit conditions, this paper presents several novel features of how bank credit
and firms’ decisions react to court efficiency. Banks seem to use credit quantities
rather than prices as the main margin of adjustment in the supply of credit.
Moreover they seem to tilt credit conditions significantly in favor of low risk
firms when court efficiency worsens. These results are of particular relevance
from the policy perspective: not only court inefficiency is associated with a
worsening of credit conditions for all firms, but it also induces a misallocation
of credit against riskier, but potentially more innovative, activities.

There are at least two different channels, which are likely to interact in
practice, for court efficiency to affect firms relationship with the banking system.

This paper provides some evidence that two distinct, but potentially inter-
acting, transmission channels from court enforcement and credit supply. On one
side, court efficiency directly affects the present value of how much the bank re-
cover in the event of default and thus the expected value for the bank of lending
to the firm, which in turn affects the credit condition the bank is willing to make
to the firm. On the other side, when courts are inefficient the balance sheets
of the banks will be loaded by bigger stock of NPLs which in turn might affect
lending practices by the banks.

While providing a substantial first step in understanding these complex is-
sues, this paper does not address several important aspects of the transmission
channels from court efficiency to firms and banks decisions. How do the two
channels interact? What are the margins of adjustment most used used by the
banks (price, quantities, covenants, guarantees)? How does banks’ behaviour
in response to improvement in court efficiency depends on their balance sheet,
the the regulatory framework and the degree of competition in credit markets?
What are the distributive and allocative effects of improving court efficiency?
The quest for the answers to all these questions is left for future research. How-
ever, given the complexity of the issues, the reduced form empirical approach
adopted in this paper has limited scope to address them. A more structural
approach that uses careful theoretical modeling to exploit the richness of data
on the phenomenon is most likely the way to go (see e.g. Crawford et al., 2018;
González-Torres and Rodano, 2020).

of a simple dummy yields very similar results; in the great majority of cases (about 94% of
observations) the share of NPLs is either zero or one. The results are also similar when we
use a “bad loans” dummy instead of a NPL dummy, as shown in Table 26.
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Appendices

A Data appendix

The starting point for the dataset is the balance sheet for the universe of Italian
corporations from Cerved Group for the years 2014-2016. We do some prelimi-
nary cleaning by dropping: i) inactive firms (firms with no revenues, no assets34,
no score variable); ii) firms in some sectors35 and firms with no information
on sector of activity. This leaves us with information about slightly less than
600.000 firms over two years.

Table 14 reports descriptive statistics for the full sample36.

Table 14: Descriptive statistics: Balance Sheet

mean sd 25th median 75th N
score 4.45 2.19 3.00 4.00 6.00 1032845
low risk 0.54 0.50 1032845
medium risk 0.25 0.43 1032845
high risk 0.22 0.41 1032845
leverage 0.13 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.21 1032845
roa 0.08 0.20 0.02 0.08 0.15 1032845
liquidity 0.15 0.19 0.01 0.07 0.21 1032845
zombie 0.25 0.43 1032845
potential collateral 0.17 0.22 0.02 0.07 0.25 1032845
opacity 0.05 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.03 1032845
total assets 4909 182012 176 517 1595 1032845
investment ratio 0.43 1.24 0.00 0.06 0.29 892111
investment ratio (net) 0.21 1.09 -0.11 -0.02 0.07 892111
used 0.37 0.48 1032845
is in CR 0.61 0.49 1032845

Then we match balance sheet information with bank credit information
from the Credit Register information if available: about 61% of observation
are matched with the Credit Register data. These firms are on average bigger,
slightly riskier, more leveraged, with more fixed assets (as a share of total as-
sets) and less liquidity, and slightly less productive than those not present in
the Credit Register (see Table 15).

Once we keep only those firms with both balance sheet data and Credit
Register data, we are left with slightly more than 350000 distinct firms over
two years. Table 16 reports detailed descriptive statistics for balance sheet for
firms with data in the Credit Register at the firm-year level. The data from the
Credit Register are at the firm bank year level.

Our identification strategy forces us to consider only firms located at the
jurisdiction border. Furthermore we consider only borders that do not coincide
with regional borders as there might be other economic and socio-political fac-
tors other than court efficiency that change discontinuously at these particular
borders. Once we keep only firms with both balance sheet data and Credit Reg-

34We drop also firms with total assets equal to 1 euro.
35The excluded sectors are: “Agriculture, forestry and fishing” (NACE Rev. 2, Section A),

“Mining and quarrying” (Section B), “Financial and insurance activities” (Section K), “Real
estate activities” (Section L) and non private services (Sections N, O, P, Q, R, S, T).

36All ratios are winsorized at the 1% level.
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Table 15: Balance Sheet: with and without CR

mean median
Not CR CR Not CR CR

score 4.18 4.61 4.00 5.00
low risk 0.60 0.50
medium risk 0.19 0.28
high risk 0.21 0.22
leverage 0.06 0.18 0.00 0.09
roa 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.07
liquidity 0.22 0.10 0.14 0.04
zombie 0.25 0.25
potential collateral 0.13 0.20 0.04 0.10
opacity 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.00
total assets 978 7448 171 965
investment ratio 0.50 0.40 0.05 0.06
investment ratio (net) 0.23 0.20 -0.01 -0.02
used 0.37 0.37

Table 16: Balance Sheet: firms with CR

mean sd 25th median 75th N
score 4.61 2.06 3.00 5.00 6.00 627555
low risk 0.50 0.50 627555
medium risk 0.28 0.45 627555
high risk 0.22 0.41 627555
leverage 0.18 0.22 0.00 0.09 0.30 627555
roa 0.08 0.15 0.03 0.07 0.13 627555
liquidity 0.10 0.14 0.01 0.04 0.14 627555
zombie 0.25 0.43 627555
potential collateral 0.20 0.24 0.02 0.10 0.30 627555
opacity 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.03 627555
total assets 7448 233045 402 965 2639 627555
investment ratio 0.40 1.16 0.01 0.06 0.28 584077
investment ratio (net) 0.20 1.02 -0.09 -0.02 0.08 584077
used 0.37 0.48 627555

ister and whose headquarter is located in a municipality at one of those border
we are left with about 130000 firms over two years. However this further selec-
tion of the sample does not seem to alter in a significant way the characteristics
of the firms in the sample with respect to both balance sheet variables (Table
18) and Credit Register variables (19) in Appendix B.
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Table 17: Credit Register variables

mean sd 25th median 75th N
total exposure 811881 7286013 75229 190418 503213 1726490
share of used credit 0.61 0.38 0.25 0.71 1.00 1726490
short term credit (share) 0.64 0.43 0.08 0.92 1.00 1726490
secured credit 0.11 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 1726490
share biggest bank 0.53 0.26 0.32 0.48 0.70 1726490
number of banks 5.29 4.86 2 4 7 1726490
NPL dummy 0.12 0.33 1726490
has credit lines 0.31 0.46 1726490
used credit on the line 87330 1186363 1734 13740 50761 542298
rate on the credit line 7.39 3.87 4.68 6.68 9.57 542298
has new term loans 0.17 0.38 1726490
size of new term loans 1193421 3.04e+07 75000 198854 501453 299017
rate on new term loans 3.98 2.37 2.22 3.53 5.27 299017
share of short term loans 0.40 0.47 299017
share of long term loans 0.16 0.35 299017

Table 18: Balance Sheet: border and non border

mean median
Non border Border Non border Border

score 4.61 4.62 4.00 5.00
low risk (score 1-4) 0.50 0.50
medium risk (score 5-6) 0.28 0.28
high risk (score 7-9) 0.22 0.22
leverage 0.18 0.18 0.09 0.09
roa 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07
liquidity (over total assets) 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.04
zombie (ebit ¡ interest exp.) 0.25 0.25
fixed assets (over total assets) 0.21 0.19 0.10 0.09
intangible assets (over total assets) 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.00
total assets 7223 7832 954 984
investment ratio 0.39 0.41 0.06 0.07
investment ratio (net) 0.20 0.21 -0.02 -0.02

Table 19: Credit Register variables: border and non border

mean median
Non border Border Non border Border

total exposure 792215 845329 189219 194577
share of used credit 0.61 0.60 0.71 0.70
short term credit (share) 0.63 0.64 0.90 0.95
secured credit 0.12 0.11 0.00 0.00
share biggest bank 0.53 0.53 0.48 0.48
number of banks 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.00
NPL dummy 5.29 5.30 4 4
has credit lines 0.31 0.31
used credit on the line 90161 82487 14398 12622
rate on the credit line 7.37 7.44 6.67 6.71
has new term loans 0.17 0.18
size of new term loans 1193509 1193282 194000 200000
rate on new term loans 3.97 3.99 3.52 3.53
share of short term loans 0.39 0.42
share of long term loans 0.16 0.15
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B Additional tables

Table 20: Identification strategy — no controls

I II III IV
court inefficiency 0.047** -0.001 0.013 0.031***

(0.018) (0.009) (0.01100) (0.00902)
Fixed Effects NO YES YES YES
Border Firms Only NO NO YES YES
Border Dummies NO NO NO YES
N 534720 534715 196252 196246
R2 .001 .108 .10 .11
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is net interest rate on outstanding credit lines
in the last quarter of a given year. court inefficiency is the average
length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in
the period 2014-2017. Fixed Effects includes fixed effects for region,
sector of activity, bank, legal form interacted with a year dummy.

Table 21: Robustness check interest rates on credit lines

Congestion No Credit Non linear
I II III IV V VI

court inefficiency 0.025*** 0.032*** 0.027*** 0.034***
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

average credit on line -0.312*** -0.331*** -0.312*** -0.331***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.00657) (0.00679)

2nd terc. of inefficiency 0.035 0.059
(0.046) (0.047)

3rd terc. of inefficiency 0.155** 0.201***
(0.072) (0.066)

Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES NO YES NO YES
N 174228 174228 174228 174228 174228 174228
R2 .20 .22 .16 .17 .20 .22
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is net interest rate on outstanding credit lines in the last quarter of a given year.
court inefficiency is the average length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the cases closed
in the period 2014-2017. average credit on line is the log of the average amount of credit on the
line. Fixed Effects includes fixed effects for region, sector of activity, bank, legal form interacted
with a year dummy. the Basic Controls are lagged total assets, lagged total exposure, 9 lagged
score dummy variables, 5 age dummy variables, the number of banks and a NPL dummy variable,
as well as socio-demographic controls at the municipality level. Other Controls are lagged controls
at the firm level (share of credit by the largest bank, opacity, potential collateral, ROA, leverage, the
zombie dummy, liquidity), at the match level (share of used credit, short term credit, secure credit,
share of the bank) as well as two time invariant measures of banking competition at the province
level. Standard errors are clustered at the court by year level.Standard errors are clustered at the
court by year level.
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Table 22: Granted credit (controlling for past exposure)

I II III
court inefficiency -0.010*** -0.011*** -0.007***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
length × high risk -0.006***

(0.002)
Fixed Effects YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES
N 352457 352457 352457
R2 .39 .42 .42
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is the credit amount, in log, on re-
volving credit line at the firm-bank match level; court
inefficiency is the average length of bankruptcy proceed-
ings, in years, for the cases closed in the period 2014-
2017; Fixed Effects include fixed effects for region, sec-
tor of activity, bank, legal form interacted with a year
dummy; the Basic Controls are lagged total assets, 9
lagged score dummy variables, 5 age dummy variables,
the number of banks and a NPL dummy variable, as well
as socio-demographic controls at the municipality level;
Other Controls are lagged controls at the firm level (share
of credit by the largest bank, opacity, potential collateral,
roa, leverage, the zombie dummy, liquidity), at the match
level (share of used credit, short term credit, secure credit,
share of the bank) as well as two time invariant measures
of banking competition at the province level. Standard
errors are clustered at the court by year level.
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Table 23: Leverage (different samples and controls)

Cerved only Cerved and Credit Register
I II III IV V VI

court inefficiency -0.000 -0.000 0.002*** 0.000 -0.000 0.002***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)

length × high risk -0.004*** -0.004***
(0.001) (0.001)

Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES
N 329710 329710 329710 211912 211912 211912
R2 .16 .18 .18 .15 .16 .16
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is firm leverage; court inefficiency is the average length of bankruptcy
proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in the period 2014-2017; Fixed Effects includes
fixed effects for region, sector of activity, and legal form interacted with a year dummy;
the Basic Controls, lagged total assets, , 9 lagged score dummy variables, 5 age dummy
variables as well as socio-demographic controls at the municipality level; Other Controls
include lagged controls at the firm level: opacity, potential collateral, roa, leverage, the
zombie dummy, liquidity as well as two time invariant measures of banking competition
at the province level. Standard errors are clustered at the court by year level.

Table 24: Investment rate (different samples and controls)

Cerved only Cerved and Credit Register
I II III IV V VI

court inefficiency -0.001 -0.000 0.002 -0.001 -0.001 0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)

length × high risk -0.005** -0.006***
(0.002) (0.002)

Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES
N 316887 316887 316887 208252 208252 208252
R2 .03 .06 .06 .05 .076 .08
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is firm investment rate; court inefficiency is the average length of
bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in the period 2014-2017; Fixed
Effects includes fixed effects for region, sector of activity, and legal form interacted with a
year dummy; the Basic Controls, lagged total assets, , 9 lagged score dummy variables,
5 age dummy variables as well as socio-demographic controls at the municipality level;
Other Controls include lagged controls at the firm level: opacity, potential collateral, roa,
leverage, the zombie dummy, liquidity as well as two time invariant measures of banking
competition at the province level. Standard errors are clustered at the court by year level.
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Table 25: Share of Non Performing Loans in total exposure

Stock Flow
I II III IV V VI

court inefficiency 0.002*** 0.002*** -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

length × high risk 0.004*** 0.001***
(0.000) (0.000)

Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES
N 506950 506950 506950 463100 463100 463100
R2 .12 .19 .19 .06 .07 .08
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is the share of NPLs in total assets. In columns IV, V e VI, the estimating
sample is restricted to firm-bank matches for which there were no NPLs in previous year. court
inefficiency is the average length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in the
period 2014-2017. Fixed Effects includes fixed effects for region, sector of activity, bank, legal
form interacted with a year dummy. The Basic Controls are lagged total assets, lagged total
exposure, 9 lagged score dummy variables, 5 age dummy variables and the number of banks, as
well as socio-demographic controls at the municipality level; Other Controls are lagged controls
at the firm level (share of credit by the largest bank, opacity, potential collateral, roa, leverage,
the zombie dummy, liquidity), at the match level (share of used credit, short term credit, secure
credit, share of the bank) as well as two time invariant measures of banking competition at the
province level. Standard errors are clustered at the court by year level.

Table 26: Bad loans

Stock Flow
I II III IV V VI

court inefficiency 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.000 0.000*** 0.000*** -0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

length × high risk 0.002*** 0.001***
(0.000) (0.000)

Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES YES YES YES
Other Controls NO YES YES NO YES YES
N 506950 506950 506950 502747 502747 502747
R2 .07 .16 .16 .02 .04 .04
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm-bank matches experience some bad
loans. In columns IV, V e VI, the estimating sample is restricted to firm-bank matches for which
there were no bad loans in previous year. court inefficiency is the average length of bankruptcy
proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in the period 2014-2017. Fixed Effects includes fixed
effects for region, sector of activity, bank, legal form interacted with a year dummy. The Basic
Controls are lagged total assets, lagged total exposure, 9 lagged score dummy variables, 5
age dummy variables and the number of banks, as well as socio-demographic controls at the
municipality level; Other Controls are lagged controls at the firm level (share of credit by the
largest bank, opacity, potential collateral, roa, leverage, the zombie dummy, liquidity), at the
match level (share of used credit, short term credit, secure credit, share of the bank) as well as
two time invariant measures of banking competition at the province level. Standard errors are
clustered at the court by year level.
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Table 27: Robustness: noisy length of trials

I II III IV V VI VII
Rates Quant. New Loan Lev. Inv. NPL NPL (flow)

noisy court inefficiency 0.010 -0.003 0.002 0.002*** -0.001 -0.002*** -0.001***
(0.009) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.000)

length × high risk 0.014* -0.006*** -0.005*** -0.002*** -0.003 0.005*** 0.002***
(0.008) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Basic Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Firms Only YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Border Dummies YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Other Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
N 174228 352457 145226 201737 198388 506950 463100
R2 .22 .36 .16 .20 .07 .16 .08
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

The table reports the results of column III of main tables of the paper, when using the measure of noisy court inefficiency which is
the average length of bankruptcy proceedings, in years, for the cases closed in the period 2014-2015. In column I the main dependent
variable is net interest rate on outstanding credit lines in the last quarter of a given year. In column II the dependent variable is the
credit amount, in log, on revolving credit lines. In column II the dependent variable is a dummy variable equal to 1 if a new term
loan is granted to the firm in the relevant year. In column IV the dependent variable is firm leverage. In column V the dependent
variable is firm investment rate. In column VI the dependent variable is the share of NPLs in total assets. In column VII dependent
variable is the share of NPLs in total assets and the sample is restricted to firm-bank matches for which there were no NPLs in
previous year. Standard errors are clustered at the court by year level.
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